INDEPENDENT SUPPLIER SALE OR RETURN AGREEMENT. DATED:
The Following forms the basis of a supply contract between ARUN LIMITED and [SUPPLIER NAME]
(the Supplier) of [SUPPLIER ADDRESS AND POST CODE]
ARUN LIMITED agrees to stock the Supplier’s; [MAKE AND MODEL OF CAR] registration
[REGISTRATION NUMBER] (the Vehicle) in accordance to the following terms:
1. The Vehicle remains the property of the Supplier, named above until one of the following
conditions are met:a. The Vehicle is sold by ARUN, at which point ownership is transferred to the
Purchaser. The Supplier will be notified and funds will be transferred to the Supplier
30 days from the Date of Sale (Completion), or;
b. ARUN agrees at its discretion, to purchase the Vehicle, which is subsequently
invoiced by the Supplier and paid for ARUN.
2. The Supplier agrees to allow the Vehicle to remain at ARUN for no less than 60 days. Should
the Vehicle be returned before this date at the Suppliers request a charge of £250 plus VAT
will be made to cover general preparation and advertising costs.
3. The Vehicle will be insured by ARUN and the Supplier may choose to cancel their insurance
and complete a SORN. Upon total loss however, our Insurer will pay an amount taking into
consideration of current the market value as opposed to any agreed value, ARUN will not be
held liable for any shortfall.
4. ARUN agrees to prepare the Vehicle for sale with no charges other than those that set out
above in Clauses 2 and 3. Unless, following inspection, further remedial works are required
or advised, in which event the attendant costs will be agreed in advance between ARUN and
the Supplier in writing or additional advertising is requested, see 5 and 6 below.
5. The Vehicle will be included on our own website, arunltd.com, EBAY, Pistonheads, Car and
Classic, Jaguar World, Jaguar Enthusiast and the individual listing will be optimised so as to
appear through Google. If the Supplier would like the vehicle to be included on the
Autotrader website, due to the high costs, a charge of £15 per week will be made YES/NO*
6. From time to time, ARUN attends trade shows and exhibitions including but not limited to;
the Goodwood Revival and Practical Classics and Restoration Show. If the Supplier would like
to be advised of the upcoming opportunity to have the Vehicle exhibited at these events and
the related costs please advise YES/NO*
*Please delete as applicable
By signing below and the attached Purchase Order the Supplier confirms that they are the owner or
are authorised to do so on behalf of the owner and are in acceptance of the above Terms and
Conditions.

………………………………………………….. Date

